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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer is moving to an Integrity platform but has legacy
PA-RISC applications that cannot be recompiled on Integrity.
Which type of container can provide binary emulation
environment for the customer's applications?
A. PA RISC Container
B. System Container
C. Workload Container

D. HP 9000 Container
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer wants to understand how to best determine the
benefits of combining SSDs with spinning drives in an existing
IBM Storewize V7000 that is licensed with the base software
only.
How should the customer proceed?
A. Create an Easy Tier pool SSDs and spinning drives and
migrate volumes as appropriate.
B. Purchase a SATA license to monitor the V7000.
C. use heat map from Easy Tier in evaluation mode and use STAT.
D. Download current performance logs into STAT and evaluate.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You plan to deploy a data availability group (DAG) across two
locations. You will use a Microsoft Azure virtual machine as a
witness server.
You need to configure the network infrastructure to support the
planned deployment.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/high-availability/man
age-ha/azure-vms-as-dag-witness-servers
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